Case study - Ullink.

BT Radianz Cloud connects Ullink apps
globally to accelerate the firm’s growth.

Frédéric Champourlier, procurement director at Ullink, has to ensure the company, which provides trading
technology to global markets, can speedily and securely connect with its customers anywhere in the world.
Frédéric chose the BT Radianz Cloud, the leading financial services connectivity platform, for the lion’s share
of the company’s global infrastructure.
Supporting many thousands of customer locations, the Radianz Cloud links over 400 of the world’s foremost
financial service providers. Access to that vast interconnected community offered Ullink opportunities for
fast growth. Then, when Ullink acquired NYFIX and Metabit from NYSE, it was able to rationalise the three
companies’ Radianz Cloud connections for significant savings.

When you’re part of the worldwide BT Radianz Cloud community you can
connect to the mass of counterparties already on the network.
Frédéric Champourlier, Procurement Director, Ullink
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As the main provider of connectivity to the
financial world, the BT Radianz Cloud means we
can access virtually any counterparty anywhere.

Financial services trading technology
firm gets highly-reliable, low‑latency
connections matched with
commercial flexibility.

Assuring simultaneous, secure global
trading applications.
Providing technology and connectivity for buy-side and sellside traders around the world, Ullink has established itself as
one of the fastest-growing companies in the industry.
That success is based on innovative applications like UL
Bridge, which uses intelligent routing to execute customers’
orders. Dividing each trade into packets placed in different
markets helps clients trade sensitive financial assets without
alerting their competitors.
Rock-solid reliability and security are essential. Frédéric
Champourlier, procurement director, says: “Such innovative
trading apps are latency sensitive, as all component packets
have to be executed at the same time.”
Ullink chose the BT Radianz Cloud for 80 per cent of its
connectivity needs. As the leading low-latency platform for
global financial services firms, the Radianz Cloud supports a
vast community of many thousands of customer locations. It
links more than 400 of the world’s foremost financial service
providers including brokers, exchanges, market data sources,
analytics and clearing houses.

Frédéric Champourlier
Procurement Director
Ullink

This allowed Ullink to expand its services quickly and easily. “The
BT Radianz Cloud helps us grow by connecting new customers
in days,” Frédéric continues. “All that’s needed is a logical
connection, since BT has already provided the physical links.”
Then when Ullink acquired two NYSE subsidiaries – NYFIX and
Metabit – the advantage of belonging to the Radianz Cloud
community was demonstrated in an entirely different way.
The acquisitions were aimed at creating one of the industry’s
largest financial information exchange (FIX) trading
communities. Each of the acquired companies naturally
had its own Radianz Cloud trading links. Rationalising that
connectivity offered immediate savings.
“The three companies were dealing with many of the same
counterparties,” says Frédéric. “The BT support team helped
identify common connectivity to reduce the number of
endpoints. So we avoided the wasted cost of being linked
many times to the same entity.”

Data centre colocation stays in step
with expansion.

Being part of a vast community aids
organic and acquisitive growth.

As Ullink expanded, so did its need for data centres to serve
its increasing customer base. BT Radianz colocation service
has provided racks, power, cabling and cooling for Ullink
servers and storage in data centres in New York, Singapore,
Tokyo and Hong Kong.

The Radianz Cloud community was invaluable to Ullink in
its early expansion. Frédéric explains: “To provide services
to our customers we obviously need to connect them to
our solutions. As the main provider of connectivity for the
financial world, the BT Radianz Cloud means we can access
virtually any counterparty anywhere.”

“That facilitated quick deployment,” says Frédéric. “BT
helped us move fast as we already had a contractual
agreement.” Taking on a new data centre provider would
ordinarily take up to three months. With BT that was reduced
to a couple of weeks. “It’s as simple as an order form,”
Frédéric adds.
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It’s not just pricing. With the BT Radianz
Cloud we can start and end services without
worrying about long-term contract lock-in
while, in return for commitment and volume,
we get flexibility.
Frédéric Champourlier
Procurement Director
Ullink

Commercial flexibility comes with
utter reliability.

With a 99.99 per cent uptime guarantee, the Radianz Cloud
has provided a solid foundation for Ullink. It’s never failed in
more than 13 years of operation.

Today Ullink has offices in New York, London, Paris, Hong
Kong, Tokyo, Singapore, Manila, São Paulo, Cluj and Sydney.
The world’s top-tier banks and traders trust it for reliable
access to innovative trading solutions. Offering clients
individual modules for hybrid needs, Ullink can also provide
entire fully-managed trading infrastructures.

Frédéric Champourlier sums up: “We’re using BT as our main
marketplace connectivity partner, and working with them to
continually optimise our network. We’ll also continue to look
for innovative areas where we can work together.”

BT has helped Ullink achieve success without proportionately
increasing its IT cost base. “It’s not just pricing,” says Frédéric.
“With the BT Radianz Cloud we can start and end services
without worrying about long-term contract lock-in while, in
return for commitment and volume, we get flexibility.”

Core services.
• BT Radianz Cloud
• BT Radianz colocation services
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